
On|Off paris 
showroom

@galerie motte et rouart
74 rue quincampoix 

75003

3rd - 7th of October 2009

pam hogg
the essence of British cult

Established: 1983
Origin: Scotland
Range of prices (wholesale): £200 - £2000
Sales Contact: natalie.pamhogg@gmail.com

On|Off Paris will feature a selection of seven high calibre designers, who has been se-
lected both for their creative talent and their proven production capabilities. Together the 

unique labels compliment and benefit one another to create a boutique feel.

yang du
young designer with strong sense 
of playfulness combined with bold 
yet modern aesthetic

Established: 2009
Origin: China
Range of prices (wholesale): £20-£600 
Sales Contact: yangdu-duyang@live.com

falguni&shane
peacock
utilises a play of free drapes to 
create elegant asymmetrical 
silhouettes bolstered with 
embellishments and graphic 
patterns

Established: 2002
Origin: India
Range of prices (wholesale): £275 - £800
Sales Contact: mumtaz@fu-sion360.com

christopher
raeburn
with a unisex and youthful 
approach he makes an anorack 
not merely functional but cool
  
Established: 2008 
Origin: UK
Range of prices (wholesale): £60-£300 
Sales Contact: charlotte@christopherraeburn.
co.uk 

georgia 
hardinge
presents a fresh collection
by arguing her love for bold 
architectual structures and refined 
feminininty

Established: 2009
Origin: France/UK
Range of prices (wholesale): £100-£800
Sales Contact: sales@georgiahardinge.co.uk

graeme 
armour
by fusing new youth and 
modern aesthetics he achieves 
a perfect balance between lush 
and simple; effortless and sexy 

Established: 2009
Origin: Scotland
Range of prices (wholesale): £50 - £550
Sales contact: kirsty@graemearmour.com

alice lee
a collection of women’s knitted 
pieces inspired by the inventive 
reuse of materials, and a time 
worn finish

Established: 2000
Origin: UK
Range of prices (wholesale): £150 - £500
Sales contact: alicelee@mac.com

dates: 3rd to 7th of October 2009

opening times: 10.00 am to 7.00 pm

location: Galerie motte Et Rouart, 74 Rue 
Quincampoix, 75003 Paris

nearest metro:  Rambuteau, Etienne Marcel & 
Les Halles

for buyer’s appointment please contact: 
marielle@thedoll.org or +447595 099 973

curator: Yasmina Dexter
                     
for more info: http://www.onoff.tv


